ROYAL GEOGRAPHICAL MEDAL.

CONFERRRED ON PROFESSOR DAVID.

LONDON, March 31st.

The King has been graciously pleased to confer the Royal Geographical Society's Medal, given to Professor Sir Edward David, for his work as leader of the party which made the ascent of Monte Rorito, and his discovery of the South Magnetic Poles.

Sir Thomas Edward David, B.A., M.A., is a living authority on the subject of geographical exploration, and is now engaged in a scientific expedition to the Polar Regions.

He was formerly a member of the Geographical Society, and was one of the committee which investigated the magnetic anomalies of the United States. He was also a member of the committee which investigated the magnetic anomalies of the United States. He was also a member of the committee which investigated the magnetic anomalies of the United States. He was also a member of the committee which investigated the magnetic anomalies of the United States.
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